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JUDGE SETTLES LAND DISPUTE
EXPANSION MUST WAIT AWHILE
By BOB HEISEY
Another step in the long series
of proceedings required to enable
San Jose State college to expand
onto the northeast corner of
Washington Square was taken
yesterday as Superior Judge Ben
R. Regain handed down a decision
in the land dispte case, giving title
of the land occupied by San Jose
high school to the state of California.
DAILY GETS NEWS
Edward H. Williams, county’
deputy attorney, representing the
defendant, the San Jose unified ’
school district, informed the Daily
office yesterday of the judge’s decision as soon as it reached his
office.
President T. W. MacQuarrie,
when interviewed as to what ef:
feet the decision would have on
speeding construction of additio
college facilities, stated that all
that had taken place so far was
a clearing of the title.
CONSTRUCTION MUST WAIT
Condemnation proceedings have
been on file for some time against
the high school property, as well
as against other buildings blocking college expansion, Dr. MacQuarrie explained, and any construction for the college will have
to wait until the proceedings are
carried out. This may take some
time, he said.
The use of the land which was
In dispute had been transferred to
local authorities years ago on specific condition that the property
accommodate a high school, and
title to the property became subject to court decision when the
state indicated that it planned to
acquire the site for expansion of
the college campus.
Judge Regain’s decision contained the statement that ownership of the land is relatively unimportant. Both parties concerned, the state, and the San
Jose unified school district, are
eager to improve school conditions
in San Jose, and if determining
ownership of this particular bit
of land will expedite construction
of better facilities for students
that is all that matters.

Tickets On Sale
For Senior Show
Tickets for the "Senior Strayaganza" show to be held in the
Morris Daily auditorium Friday,
April 23, at 8 p.m., still are available, according to Mies Edith
Graves of the Business office. The
price is $1 per ticket which can
be purchased in the Business office, room 32.
"Formerly there were over 1100
seats in the Morris Daily auditorium," Miss Graves said, "but
due to construction work only
1093 seats remain. It is urged that
you purchase your tickets as soon
as possible."

Seto CM -Fraternity
To Hold Open House

-

Beta Chi Sigma,soclal fratern--ity, will hold its first open h
Sunday from 2 to 6 p.m., announced Roland Harris, house manager.
The frat house is located at 253
South Eighth street.
Invitations were sent out to the
faculty and organizations at the
college, Harris said. The fraternity is inviting all friends to the
opening.
Twenty boys moved into the
new house at the beginning of
spring quarter, Harris remarked.
It is the second fraternity on campus to open a house of its members.

SPARDI GRAS CONCESSIONS MATED
TO GROUPS ON BASIS OF SENIORITY
Bob Johnson, chairman of the Spardi Gras concessions, and
Assistant Chairman Dutch Thomas, recently released rules for preparation for organization concessions.
Johnson stated that the type of concession a group desires will
be alloted on the basis of seniority. "The Spartan Knights have had
a soft drink concession for several

NSA PETITIONS
Many students will be asked
to sign the NSA Initiative Ballot that is circulating about
the campus today. A word of
explanation: Ten per cent of
the voting student body (630
signatures) is need to require
the Student Council to initiate
for a special student
action
body election on NSA within
10 days.
If affiliation is made with
NSA, it would allow the new
Student Council to walk into a
working organization and avoid
the embryonic stages of development, said student leaders.

Campaign Rules
Released By Arends
Procedure for campaigning in
the ASB election Wednesday, April 21, was released by Emerson
Arends, president, yesterday afternoon.
Posters, publicity, or other organized vote-getting techniques
will be outlawed until 56 hours
before the balloting begins, Arends stated- Under this constitutional ruling electioneering may
not legally start until Monday
morning, April 19.
Since the polls will be located
in the Student Union, no campaigning of any sort will be permitted in the room where voting
takes place, nor at the entrance
to the building.
The use of tacks, pins, wire, and
nails is forbidden on trees about
the campus. Also verboten is the
placing of posters anywhere above
the eye level.
Signs, or other visual media,
may be placed along the path of
the Coop to the main arch of the
Quad. Also legal is placing them
beside the pathway leading from
the Administration building to the
Quad entrance.
President Arends emphasized
that a person found defacing signs
for one candidate’s benefit, may
result in a disqualification of the
candidate the party had intended
to aid.
There is no limit as to the number of small posters a candidate
may use.

Debators To Ar ue
ThirciPiirty
s
--The Spartan Forentie-squad will
meet the Uhlversity-of Californ
debators here Monday to battle,
verbally, over the merits of a
third party, in room 20 before the
International Relations club, Wilber Luick stated yesterday.
San Jose will uphold the affirmative side of the question: "Resolved that a Third Party is Desirable in American Politics."
Robert McCormack, ’senior, and
William Pentony, a sophomore,
will represent San Jose. Paul Hunter, president of the International
Relations club, will serve as chair-

man.

rrAllatia... .

years. If they want it again, they
will automatically revehe it on
the basis of seniority," explained
the chairman. He said in the
event that two organizations want
the same concessions, a special
meeting will be held jointly by
the Spardi Gras Concession committee and the organizations concerned.
"A complete report will be given April 28 on all Spardi Gras activities to the organizations attending relative to concessions
and constructions, reported Johnson.
He also said their will be a ten
dollar fee payable to the Business
Office by April 30, to cover the
expenses of building materials,
paper, nails, and clean-up.
Johnson pointed out that there
wtil,.be no construction of booths
or decoration of booths in the inner quad on Pridal morning of
Spardi Gras dtie to Nemorial Day
services to be observed by the
college. "We suggest you prefabricate your booth, as construction
will begin on Thursday afternoon," stated the chairman.

WSSF MAKES
FINAL PLEA
WSSF makes a final hour
plea for contributors today.
The two-weeks’ drive to aid
starving studrnts in Europe enters its final day with 4000 students still not reached, reported
Chairman G. Hall Landry.
"Canvassers have been personally contacting as many students as possible," Landry said.
"But the task was an impossible
one. Of the 4000 there are many
who would still like to contribute to WSSF I feel, and for
their benefit the Graduate Manager’s office in room 32 will be
open to take donations today."

Hearst Contest
Begins Monday
Campus competition in the
Hearst Newspapers’ oratory contest wil be held Monday in the
Little Theater from 3:15 p.m. to
4:15, Forensic Coach Wilbur Luick announced yesterday.
The subject for the sixth annual
contest is "Benjamin Franklin,
Patriot and Statesman."
Dr. William Sweeney, of the Education department, and Dr. Edgar Willis and Theodore Balgooyen, of the Speech and Drama deent, will aCt-115 _
the campus finals.
; The eight students who have
entered this year’s contest are
Norman Ansley, a 1944 winner,
Thomas Dean, a transfer student
who represented San Francisco
Junior college in the 1944 contest,
Paul Gormley, Jay Hopkins, William Johnson, Don Lev, Richard
Russell, and Paul Von Hafften.

Culminating nearly eight months
of continual work on revision of
the Associated Student Body const I t dtion, the Student Council
iast night provisionally accepted
the renovated document. It will
’ go on the ballot for a general vote
in Friday’s election, after final
approval at the regular meeting
Monday.
In the third special council
meeting held this week, the members put the final major revisions
in the constitution which the revision committee presented them
Monday. "Only technical revisions
are expected Monday," said Pat
Walsh, junior representative. Spe(’ial sessions lasted from two to
three hours each evening, as
Council members considered each
section word by word.
Included in those present at all
the special sessions were the Council members, a representative
from the Student Court, Dean of
Men Paul M. Pitman, Dr. Leo
Kibby, Student Court advisor, and
a member of the Spartan Daily
staff. Student Body President
Emerson "Doc" Arends presided
over all meetings.
A revision committee, headed

Feminine Talent
Presents Recital

by ex-Council representative Beverley Clay, worked all last quarter re-writing the coruititution.
Representatives from classes and
campus organizations made up
the revision committee which
pared the document from eight
pages to six pages.
Major changes include a provision for a Student Council with
15 members (only LT men are on
the present council). Officers
will include a president, vice-president, recording secretary, corresponding
secretary,
treasurer,
eight clans representatives, and
two
representatives - at - large.
There will be one male and one
woman rep-at-large,
Another change provides for a
rotating Council with class representatives being elected semiannually. One representative will
be elected in spring quarter to
serve for a year. The other man
wil be elected in winter quarter
to serve one-year term.
This
year’s election will be prov itii.(1 for
by an enabling act.
Full text of the revised constitution will appear in a future issue of the Spartan Daily.

Swim Stravaganza
Pleasing In Beauty

By CARL HOLMBERG
By R. EM MET RODEN
Beauty in costume and in the
Pulcritude combined with tal- ,
ent last night as some of Sparta’s cast, color, and rhythmical pertop feminine artists presented a fection punctuated the initial perscintilating recital in the Little formance of the all -girl student
"Sentimental Journey" last night
Theater.
- A receptive but scattered aud- ; before a well -pleased audience in
ience sprinkled the 250 seat audi- ; the college natatorium.
Highlighting the theme, a tour
torium for the performance spon- i
sored by Phi Mu chapter of Mu ; of the United States, were a WaPhi Epsilon, national honorary ter ballet, the "Chatanooga" act,
and the "Basin Street Blues"
music sorority of America.
High point of the recital was number.
Ann Corwin and Lois Haueter,
reserved until the last when Betty
Dilg at the piano brought the doing a duet ballet, received decurtain down with a brilliant ren- served applause, but in order to
dition of Chopin’s "Ballade in A keep the extravaganza moving,
Flat Major." Miss Dilg showed a the girls refused any encores. The
a famous act in aquatic
deep sensitivity for one of the duet,
shows, was performed with excellesser known works of Chopin.
lence by the long-haired beauties.
An accomplished trio, Jane
They were dressed in shiny silver
Pope, violin; Alice Brill, violin;
suits with maroon trimmings.
Carolyn Bull, piano, opened the
During the "trip" to Tallahasse.
program with "Concerto for Two
Florida, a group of divers exhibViolins," Bach.
ited skill off both the high and
Emily Baptista, soprano, dem- low diving boards. Jo Ann Nyman
onstrated her versatility in three and Phyllis Jones, altitude artists,
vocal selections from Arne, Schu- were outstanding
as the girls
bert, and Hageman.
arched gracefully through the air
A vibrant rendition of "Sonata much to the delight of the audin E Minor" was presented by ience.
Virginia Howe, cellist. Miss Howe
Emcee Yolanda "Doc" Vitale
was accompanied by Rosalie Spe- carried out her narration with
ciale at the piano.
humorous antics. Her impersonWarmly received was a quartet, ation of "movie lovers" was very
Colleen McCann, Virginia Welm-1 realistic.
"The kids did everything perers, Ruth Peters and Miss Baptista. Accompaniment was by fect," said Mary Hooton, show
I advisor.
Dottie Rae Fliflet.

OFF THE WIRE
By UNITED PRESS

Edited by PAUL VON HAFFTEN

CINCINNATI More than 6000 Cincinnati residents prepared
yesterday to evacuate their homes as the Ohio river threatened to
rise above the banks. Other states which have been hit by flood conditions were West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana.
Florida, Minnesota, and North Dakota.
HIRAM, OHIOFormer Governor Harold Stansen of Minnesota,
who recently captured the Nebraska and Wisconsin primaries, began
his Invasion of Senator Robert A. Tait’s state of Ohio yesterday. He
hopes to obtain 23 out of 50 convention delegates from Ohio.
WASHINGTON-An appropriation for more than three billion
dollars for air power was approved by a call vote of 339-3 yesterday
in the House. The opponents were all Henry Wallace’s supporters,
namely: Leo Isaacson and Vito Marcantonio (AP, NY) and Adam
Powell, (Dem. NY).
WASHINGTONFederal Judge Alan T. Goldebourough deferred
his decision on the John L. Lewis case until Monday. Lewis recently
called off his unofficial strike after his winning the pension for coal
miners.
BOGOTA --A serious epidemic of Mime anxnugthi population is
threatening in the Colombian capital as a result of several gravediggers failing to go to work following the collapse of the recent

revolt.
MANILAManuel Routs, first president of the Philippine republic, died yesterday of a cerebral hemorrhage. He died shortly after
he collapsed at Clark field where be was to have reviewed American
troops.
MOSCOWRussian forign minister expelled correspondent Robert Magidof.
MUNICHMore than 25 superforts arrived at their destination in
air base yesterday from Smoky Hill air base in KanFurstenfeldruck
A different dial system goes inwere delayed In their arrival here.
planes
Three
sas.
morning.
to effect Monday

New Phone Numbers
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PUT NSA ON BALLOT!
Student initiative has at last entered the field of campus politics
on Washington Square!
Moving to bring to en end the dilly-dallying of the. Student
Council, a group of students yesterday began circulating petitipns
to bring the question of affiliation with National Students Association
to a student body vote.
Under NSA rules, affiliation may be approved by a majority of
votes cast in a student body vote or by action of Council.
The initiative petitions require roughly 500 signatures (ten percent of ASB card holders) to put the measure before the students at
a special election

Signing a petition carries no obligation. A person who is against
joining NSA should be just as eager to bring the issue to a vote as
one who is for affiliation.
In the interest of better student government, it is the duty of
every student to join in this initiative movement. It is one of the
basic principles of democracy which guarantees a voice in government for the most insignificant voter.
Council members are representatives of the student body, but
they have not evidenced a desire to act. Affiliation with NSA is farreaching in its scope. It is only right that the student body should
have a chance to voice its personal opinion.
Here is a chance for every thinking student to throw his weight
behind or against a burning issueNSA, to have or have not!
Sign a petition today! Demand to be heard!

CONSTITUTION COMING UP!
Wednesday the Student Body will vote on acceptance of the
revised Student Body Constitution. This will be the culmination of
nearly a year’s efforts on improving an outdated document under
’which the college student activities have been governed.
The Student Council labored through three special meetings this
week to consider each article and clause. They weighed each word
in an attempt to give the students a constitution which would be adequate to cover all activities. This work was preceded by several
months of effort by the revision committee. In these committee
meetings the old document was trimmed into a modern workable
governing unit.
Both the Council and committee gave special consideration to
points of conflict, and worked to eliminate all overlapping of authority. In the past, trouble has been encountered on the problem of
jurisdiction. It is a tribute to the present Student Council that they
have taken hold of this problem and handled it in an efficient manner. Too many Councils in the past have passed such "hot potatoes"
on to their successors without attempting any concrete action.
The complete text of the revised constitution will be published
in the Spartan Daily next week. It is up to us to follow the Council’s
lead and give this real consideration, and to take a definite stand.

Hear From There

by Louis Now

Is Chivalry Dead?
A blazing editorial in the Ventura Junior College Pirate Press:
’Is the age of chivalry dead? Look around your campus and give
an opinion. Remember, though, girls will easily give in to courteous
attention. But do the gals really give the boys a chance? How many
feminine creatures will attempt to pick up an’ accidentally dropped
handkerchief, pencil, or book?
Walt just a second longer, girls, and give the opposite sex a
chance to show his gentility by obtaining your belongings without
the danger of bumping heads. How do most girls act? Do they rush
headlong through doors or do they walk casually to allow a possible
gentleman nearby to reach the door in advance?"

Far-Flung. Classes
The University of Miami is introducing something new in Summer
Anion courses. The Miami Hurricane states:
"The U-M will extend its campus 7000 miles into 27 states and
three Canadian provinces with the Introduction of a geographic field
study course this summer.
Catalogued as Reconnaissance Geographic Field Study, and carrying six credits, the course’s only requisite is permission from the geography department. The number of students is limited to 33.
WithAanr-natliw-ler-Ila-labarateryv-Slie_eaurse
first-hand study of the way man uses land,’ according to Dr. J. Riley
Shia* geography department head, scheduled to teach in this classroom on wheels."

Results Of A Sneeze
A brilliant bit from the Miami HutTicane:
"It was all in fun. During a journalism lecture, the instructor.
Mr. Hochbergeis sneezed.
"Bless you," said Pearl Gold.
"Thank you." replied Mr. Hochberger. "I understand, of course,
that your statement doesn’t reflect the opinion of the class."
"If you feel that way," said Pearl, "next time I’ll tell you to drop
dead."

MORTALITY RATE
HITS SKIDS
1IN UNITED STATES

"Practically Everybody In
Hollywood Mad"--Linauer

By LOUIS NOIA
You really don’t want to be a He cites the Kleig lights as one
of these conditions.
The mortality rate among the movie star someday, do you?
population of the United States
"All players detest them. PeerVeil, if you do, perhaps you
has been drastically slashed from should reflect a moment before ing eyes of visitors on the sets,
the rate recorded in seventeenth
you change your major to Speech the sometimes harsh demands and
century England.
& Drama, join every Little The- criticisms of directors, the almost
Only ten persons of every thou- atre group in sight, and hound constant social whirl they have to
sand of the population here die
the Hollywood casting agencies. take part in-- all these are disturbcompared to 40 persons a thou- Dr. R. V. Linauer, one of the film ing elements."
sand in London in 1648.
Income taxes also lead people
colony’s most eminent psychiaSince those early days medical trists, has some sad news for you. of the make-believe Industry to
science has made great forward
"Practically everybody in Hol- sit in dark corners and talk to
strides in its fight against disease.
declared re- themselves.
Medical know-how anti ever-ex- lywood is crazy," he
"Stars who earn $200,00 a year
United Press motion piccently
to
panding health facilities have
Virginia MacPherson. must pay the government $120,000
driven the death rate down and ture writer
"It’s a form of muss neurosis. of it in taxes," the doctor exdown.
Eighty per cent of the people in plained to Miss -.MacPherson.
the motion picture industry need "That, to the big star, is causing
KILLER
The number one killer in Amer- psychiatry. Not only the stars, much worry and mental strain."
The tight, little clique Hollyica today is heart disease, accord- but -directors, producers, and exewood’s
lords and ladies move in
cutives."
ing to facts released in a study
only makes the problem worse.
of early and present day mortalNOT INSANE
"They all have the same coinity by the Northwestern National
By "crazy," according to Miss piexes, and that makes each inLife Insurance Company.
MacPherson’s column, the doctor dividual complex worse," Dr. ILinConsumption and cough or the
white plague, now known as tub- doesn’t mean that your favorite suer said. "Before long the mass
celluloid hero or heroine is ready psychosis have built up to a state
erculosis was the number one
and a of mass panic. That’s why we
killer in England in the middle- for a nice straight jacket
cell. At least not yet. But have such stagnant movies today."
padded
ages.
don’t corHolding the second place spot I they might be, if they
MENTAL EXHAUSTION
rect what he calls their "mental
in the British Isles was Ague and
Mental exhaustion, f e a r, and
disorders." And Dr. Linauer
fever, which undoubtedly was malPractically every panic are what the people in the
aria. Today cancer haa taken over should knot.v.
one in the town who goes to a industry are working up to, he
the second place position.
prophesized.
psychiatrist goes to him.
Although doctors were negligent
"The stars try to combat it artiThe movie industry’s closest
about giving the cause of death in
ficially, with alcohol or drugs or
confidant explains:
those days, death certificates
"All artists are sensitive. They sex," the psychiatrist relate d.
might have carried a rather colhave to be sensitive antennae in "You’d be shocked if I told you
orful cause purples, rising of the
order to know their own creative which stars are drunkards, or dope
lights, plague in the guts, tissick,
power and transform it into vis- addicts, or perverts."
or impoathume.
The movie stars who "show off"
ible art.
Many deaths were recorded unAt the same time, the common in public, or whirl through one
der the general heading"Deaths
flow of daily life, with very little divorce after another are "more
of the Aged." Bubonic plague took
imagination and flexibility, seems prototypes of a twisted mind." bea heavy toll aka.
to clash with such highly -out- lieves Dr. Linauer. Their only salspoken personalities. The result vation lies In finding a way to
DIDN’T HAVE CHANCE
handle the tremendous wealth and
Children of early Europe didn’t is traumas and complexes."
Actors and actresses, Dr. Lin- fame that comes to them so sudhave the chance American kids
have today. Diseases of infants auer said, "are forced to work denly, and to channel it Into a
and children accounted for More under conditions that would drive field that expresses the better part
than one-third of the mortality a ditch digger insane in no time." of their nature," he concluded.
rate. Fifty percent of the children ’of many countries died. before reaching their tenth birthday.
In America today the percentage has been so drastically cut
suffer. Then the rest of us stuthat only 6 percent of the popu- Dear Thrust and Parry:
lation dies before the tenth year.
Our educational system must dents won’t feel like eringnais
Amazing advancements in the really be rotten if we have come When taking a test.
Hank Meyers
field of medical science have to the point where the students
ASB 6550
brought the death rate down, but must be watched like criminals.
equally amazing scientific adI refer of course, to the Investivancements have increased the gations and actions of the soThrust and Parry:
death rate due to accidents.
called "Fairness Committee." It
In a moment of inquisitiveness,
has been proven that if stedebts
DEATH MACHINE
are going to cheat they are going the thought struck me that if the
The twentieth century has proto find some way to do it whether NSA is so darned important that
duced a formidable death machine
there is a secret service agent our entire Student Council must
-the automobile. In England of
looking over his shoulder or not. fly down to L.A. for the party.
1648 there were a6 accidental
If we are going to have a gesta- pardon me, I mean conference.
deaths a year for each 100,00 perpo in this school, why not go all Why is it that only Dale LaMar
sons. Today that figure has risen
the way and require all students and Bill Swasey could stand going
to 171 persons for each 100,000.
to wear uniforms. Also let the the twenty miles to the NSA conThis is one of the paradoxes of
"S.S." carry clubs and whenever fab held at Stanford last Octomodern civilization, Science defeatthey catch a student trying to ber?
ing science, but the over-all picWhatsamatter, not enough gla"saddle his pony," take him out
ture is one of advancement.
and beat him into insensibility, mor to Palo Alto?
With the Damon Runyon CanASB 297
and then banish the unfortunate
cer Fund forging ahead in the creature
to the cannery box yards. 1P.S. A cheaper, though more plebnumber two field and the newlyLet’s go back to the only honor- Ian mode of transportation would
formed American Heart Associaable system, where if a student be the SP Daylight limited, at
tion making outstanding contribucheats he will be the only one to I about $15 round trip.
tions to the control of heart disease, the American population
soon may be even more secure in
, DAY EDITORALICE JOY GOLDER
its prospects for longevity.
By BOB BODEN

THRUST AND PARRY

1

"Senior ’Stravaganza"
presents

Nadine Jansen
Worth-Waiting Four

8:O0’P.M.

e___Jecque Wolff
"Slats" Slatoff
Basketball Trio
Class Mascot

Friday
April 23

Benny Watkins
12 -Piece Orchestra

Ivory Joe Hunter
? Lord Essex
Odie Wyatt
Stuffy Bryant

Morris Dailey Auditorium
Admission $1.00, Tax Inc.
TICKETS ON SALE IN GRADUATE MANAGER’S OFFICE

ABM
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BRUNTL ARENDS, ROBERTSON
WILL ATTEND UNESCO MEET IN SF
Dr. George Bruntz of the Social Science department. ASB
President Emerson Arends, and
Phil Robertson, editor of the
Spartan Daily, will attend the
Pacific regional conference of the
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural organization
to be held in Memorial Opera
House in San Francisco on May
13, 14, and 15.
Dr. Bruntz was selected by the
World Affairs Council of Northern California as its representative at the conference.
Mends
was chosen by Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie to represent San Jose
State college, and Robertson to
represent San Jose Junior college.
Dr. Bruntz will participate in
the Educational and Cultural :nterchange sections.

Beta Rho’s Will
Lunch New Girls
The Beta Rho chapter of Sigma Kappa sorority will hold a
formal pledging and lunch for
nine girls April 17 at Sigma Kappa house in Berkeley, according
to Publicity Chairman Rosalie
Smith.

Students To Cast
Votes Wednesday In DELEGATES TO ATTEND STUDENT Y
Student Union Bldg. CONFAB TODAY NEAR BERKELEY
If
are
students
interested
enough in next Wednesday’s executive council elections, they
will not mind haviitg to go to the
Student Union in order to cast
ballots for their favorite candiStudent
Court
dates.
justices
agreed unanimously at their session Wednesday afternoon.

It will be a joint affair with the
University of California chapter,
When it was suggested that the
Lambda.
voting booth be moved from its
The pledges are; Shirley Pep - scheduled position outtkide the
pen. Melva Jones, Ruth Howland, Outer Quad, into the Union, the
Audrey Auerback. Dianne Mor- associate justices expressed a
gan, Mona Brown. Gaynel Miller, common belief that the turnout
Donna
Springer.
and
Clarise on election day would be markedly less, presumably due to the
Vose.
"Inconvenience"
of having
to
walk "all the way" to the Student
Union. After carefully studying
the Issue, the Court agreed that
students interested In campus poEXCELLENT ROOM for male litical activities will certainly not
student or faculty member. New mind the new polling location.
home. All conveniences. Near bus
Chief Justice Bill Logan and
stop. Talk over terms. 22. Vista Associate Justice Richard Morton
Ave., Los Gatos.
pointed out that, in civil elections,
voters often have to travel sevLOST: K. and E. log duplex
slide rule in black case marked eral miles, at a definite inconvenience to themsves, in order
with initials "C.K." inside end
to vote. Polling Moths are not
flap. Please return to Lost and
brought to the voters.
Voters
Found, room 1, or leave note for
must go to the polling booths.
C. K. in Coop K box to claim reThe (’ourt suggested and stuward. Rule is urgently needed.
died the possibilities of several
FOR SALE: Man’s bike, leather locations on campus where the
flight jacket. Thayer baby car- balloting might be held. Student
riage. Apt. 93, Spartan City.
!Union, because of the facilities
FOR SALE: Tuxedo, size 37. there making for quicker, more
$20. Inquire at 99A So. Morrison organized voting. VI 111.1 the logical
choice.
St. or phone Col. 10076-J.

Classified Ads
BARGAIN:
Experienced men
will paint your car. $60. Work
guaranteed. Inquire 423 So. 12th
St.
FOR SALE: Phileo auto radio.
Complete, aerial and dial. 8 inch
speaker. $20. See at 201 So. 8th
on Mon., Wed., or Fri. afternoon.
Ask for Al Rosenga or call Bal.
4267.
LOST: Sigma Kappa sorority
pin. Please return to Ann Guenther, CWC. Bal. 6112.
GOING TO SACRAMENTO today. Leave after 3:30. Will take
2 riders. Share gas. Call Jill? Garner, Col. 9654-W between 1:30
and 2:30.
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The San Jose State college Student Y will send 12 delegates to
the Intercollegiate YM-YVV conference at Orinda Cabin, near
Berkeley, April 16, 17, and 18,
A bus load of Spartan Spinners according to Executive Secretary
will leave for Sacramento Sunday Rev. Malcolm "Mac" Carpenter.
Delegates from all major bay
morning to attend a regional folk
dance festival in the Civic audi- area college YMCA groups will
meet at Orinda for discussions and
torium.
policy planning of V activities for
According to Mrs. Sarah R. the coming year.
Vilson, group advisor, the SpinSan Jose students attending the
ners’ bus departs promptly at 8
conference include: Jean Sharp,
a.m. from the corner or Seventh
Joe Galatz. Bruce McNeil, Hall
and San Carlos streets. Each Landry,
Vivian
Ako,
Lenore
dancer should bring a lunch and Staatz, Carl
Frudden, Gene Rand,
enough money to buy another Toni
Pitman,
Marsh
Pitman,
meal because the bus won’t return
Bobbe Hillis. and Florence Winto San Jose before 9 or 10 p.m., ning, Rev. Carpenter will be in
she adds.
charge of the delegation.
’
Mrs. Wilson reports that there
are a few seats left, and persons
wishing to go should see her toA Seattle undertaker signs his
day in the Women’s gym. Round mail, "Eventually yours." Just so
trip fare is 75 cents.
he doesn’t write, "Why net nowt"

Spinners Will Go
To State Capital

4

for rent
TYPEWRITERS
Special Rental Rates for Students
Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
CORONA UNDERWOOD ROYAL REMINGTON

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Es. 1900

G. A. BLANCHARD

Bal. 349

24 So. 2nd St.

LOST: 100 snapshots of Easter
Ski Club trip. Please contact Skip
by way of "W" in Coop.
COUPLE, ONE CHILD, wish
to exchange furnished apt. onehalf block from college for house
or apt. near Stanford. Call Col.
4405-J.

THE REMINGTON DELUXE
MODEL 5 PORTABLE

FOR SALE: 1936 Ford V-8 four
door sedan. Good condition. Radio.
$595. Contact Richard Angus in
the A box in the Coop.
ROOM, PRIVATE ENTRANCE,
cooking privileges (electric plate,
utensils). $18 per mo. per person.
Prefer two. 496 So. 15th St. Col.
966-M.

IAnnouncements
NAACP: Meeting today in room
11 at 4:30.
B:BLIOPHILES: Meeting Tuesday evening at 380 No. 4th St.,
Apt. 2 at 5:30. Members please
contact Shirley Kirkish or Ruth
Gardner by Monday noon for dinner plans.
Will
GROUP:
SKETCHING
meet Sunday afternoon at 1:30 in
front of the Student Union;
sketching and water colors until
5 p.m. Any member of the student body and faculty is invited.
SPARTAN FLYERS: Meeting
changed to Tuesday night at 7:30
p.m. in new Aero lab..
COMMITTEE:
PROGRAM
Meet today at 12:30 in Student Y.

Offer these UNUSUAL TERMS...
(I) UP TO A YEAR TO PAY
(2) NO CARRYING CHARGES
(3) NO INTEREST OR EXTRAS
CHECK
THESE

Start enjoying this fine portable tomorrow!
Proctor’s bring the Remington Deluxe Model 5 Portable TypeExclusive Geared Typebar action controls
the typebar from the beginning to the end
of the stroke.

No. 13th 8 Gish Rd., Col. 9414
Starting limo at dark
FRIDAY and SATURDAY

Suddenly It’s Spring
Po.uletto Goddard
Fred MacMurray

PFus
LAND OF THE LAWLESS
StiNDAY-and-MON----- DAY

Easy Come Easy Go
Barry Fitzgerald
Diana Lynn, Sonny Tufts
Plus

BRINGING UP FATHER
TUES., WED., THURS.

Sinbad The Sailor
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr
Maureen O’Hara
Plus

RING DOORBELLS

Exclusive "Self -Starter" paragraph key
instantly indents five spaces at a touch.
Exclusive downward stroke typebar gives
uniformity of printwork and many carbon copies cuts clear stencils.

writer within your easy reach. Pay only the established price
while taking up to a full year. Not a penny extra for credit! Might
as well save yourself a few dollars. This great portable is in
stock right now at Proctor’s, for immediate delivery. So hurry!

Standard 4-row 84-charactez keyboard, just
es on office machines.

CARRYING CAS! INCLUDED

ftfcl cadge

COMVIPURST_ RUMP_ TIRMS IP MIRED

tocl on roller basinip.
regulator adjusts to your

$7950
Plus Tax

Personal Touch
Individual touch preference.

Variable line spricorinakeuporrible-wrt--ing on ruled linesaccurate fill-ins or
corrections.
Complete visibility of writing line.
Concave keys for finger-tip control.
Non-glue, wrinkle finish.
Sturdy

S

frame and rugged construction,
use.

built for many years of bard

91 SO. FIRST STREET

ewet et..
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UC Prof To Discuss
Interviews For Summer Camp Counselors Russia And World
Continue Today In Women’s PE Dept. Next Week In Aud.
4

SPARTAN DAILY

interviews
for
Appointments
with visiting directors for prospective summer camp counselor
positions will continue this afternoon at 1 p.m., announces Dr.
the
of
head
Palmer,
Irene
Women’s Physical Education department.
Miss Carol Davis of the Alameda Camp Fire girls will be
available at 1 p.m. for interviews
with those interested in counseling at Pinecrest in the high
Sierras. The camp is scheduled
for a two-week period beginning
August 16. All types of counselors
and directors are needed.
Also available at 1 o’clock will
be Miss Dorothy Erthle of the
Mann County Girl scouts who will
direct "Huckleberry Woods" at
Big Basin State park. Unit leaders, dieticians and craft directors
are needed for this camp.
At 3, Mrs. Helen Jenkins of the
Stockton Camp Fire girls will be
present for interviews with prespective counselors for Camp Minicalo at Silver Lake. Further information about these camps may
be obtained in the office of the
Women’s Physical Education department.

Former Students
Succeed As ’Cops’
By JIM IIOFFE
Where do law enforcemeriT officers come from? About half of
San Jose’s Police department
came from our San Jose State
college Police school. Police Chief
Blackmore and Bart Collins, captain of detectives, were students
here also. The %erne is true of
Don De Mers, head of the juvenile
division.
Our Police school has played an
Important role since 1930 as a
source for law enforcement officers. Not only is County Sheriff
Howard Hornbuckle a former SJS
student, but almost half of his 37
deputies either were or are students here.
Most of the supervisory staff of
Palo Alto’s Police department
came from San Jose State’s Police
school, according to Mr. Willard
Schmidt, department head.
Cinching the near monopoly we
have on police representation in
the Santa Clara valley is Bill
Young. Bill, former SJS student,
now owns and operates a successful detective agency here in San
Jose.

Seven Scholarships
In Leader Training ’UMT’
To Go To Spartans
Seven students from San Jose
State college will be chosen to attend Camp Miniwanca, leadership
training camp on Lake Michigan,
this summer, according to a report
from Dean Paul Pitman.
William H. Danforth, chairman
of the board of Ralston Purina
Company of the American Youth
Foundatton sponsoring Camp
Miniwanca is giving four of the
scholarships, while the Student
the
has appropriated
Council
money for three.
Delegates will be chosen by
Dean Paul Pitman, and Helen
Dimmick, Malcom "Mac" Carpenter, YMCA and YWCA Student
Executive Secretary; and students
Barbara "Jeff" Brewster, Bruce
McNeil, and Bill Swasey.
McNeil, who is president of the
Student Y, has represented San
Jose State college at the camp
for the last two years. "Jeff"
Brewster and Bill Swasey also attended the conference last year.
Any interested students may
pick up applicatiOns in the Dean
of Women’s office after April 26.
The camp maintains a two week
period for young women from
August 2 to 15 and a similar period for men from August 16 to 29.
Applicants must be between the
ages of 17 and 22.

Clubs Schedule
Picnic-Hike Sunday
A picnic -hike will be held Sunday by members of the Psychology
club and the Philosophy club at
the Los Gatos home of Mr. Elmo
Robinson, advisor.
According to Malby Roberts,
Psychology club president, members of the two organizations will
meet at the Fourth street side of
the Science building Sunday morning at 10. Girls are to bring
lunches for two people, and any re wittr/t-ear--13- orgeti-to bring
It, Roberts stated.
"I suggest that members dress
----for-at-vigorous
club president added.

SAVE IN CASH!
3c A GAL. ON REGULAR
31/2c A GAL. ON ETHYL

N.E. Cor. 4441 & William

"Unless the world is fairly prosperous it won’t be peaceful," declared Philip W. Buck of Stanford university. Dr. Buck was a
"Soviet Russia and the World
gUest speaker at the Pan AmeriThe Library of San Jose State
Crisis," will be the topic of a
can Day celebration at San Jose college again will sponsor tours
speech to be given b.v Dr. Robert
State college Wednesday.
during registration week, accordJ. Kerner, professor of history
He emphasized that the world ing to Ruth Gardner, Bibliophile’s
at the University of California
vice president. Popular demand
Tuesday in the Morris Dailey au- must have better organization and
has brought about continuance of
preserve
to
order
in
understanding
ditorium, President T. W. Macthis type of tour to acquaint stuQuarrie revealed Wednesday. The peace. Dr. Buck believes that the
improvement of trade relations dents with methods used.
talk is scheduled for 10:30 a.m.
The club recently elected offiamong there nations was one of
Dr. Kerner will describe the
the objects of the conference in cers to head the group for the
critical situation between the
coming term. Those elected were
session at Bogota, Columbia.
United States and Russia.
Shirley Kirkish, president; Ruth
The campus organizations which Gardner, vice president; and
Betty
Dr. Kerner received his PhD.
sponsored the, program are the
Brown, secretary-treasurer.
from Harvard and has studied exLatin American club, the Intertensively abroad at the Universinational Relations club, and Sigma
ties of Berlin, Vienna, Paris and
Delta Pi, Spanish fraternity.
Moscow. He was formerly a memThe Spartan Spinners, folk
SULLIVAN BEAUTY COLLEGE I.
ber of the faculty of Missouri
dance group, presented several
university.
Spanish dances.
Presents

of
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Badminton Tourney
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Entry blanks for participation
in a one day badminton tournament, sponsored by the Palo Alto
Badminton Club, may be obtained
in the Women’s Physical Education department announces Dr.
Irene Palmer, department head.
The tournament is scheduled
for Saturday, April 24 from 12
to 1 p.m. at the Castallya school
gym. Play will be in men’s doubles, women’s doubles and mixed
doubles with an entrance fee of
$1.50.

SNOOK REPULSES HORNET ATTACK

’BIBS’ SPONSOR
LIBRARY TOURS

Tickets For Weiner
Roast Go On Sale
The Physical Education and
Recreation Majors club will hold
a weiner roast Saturday at 4 p.m.,
announces Virginia Hessman,
president. The affair will be held
at the barbecue pits, north of the
Women’s gym. Tickets go on sale
today at the office of the Women’s
gym.

at

COSTA HALL
LEVI’S - GINGHAM

An
anthropologist says
the
American blonde is passing, but
he didn’t say which way.

.50

Couples 1.00

DANCING
Every Saturday Evening

Play books for five plays to be
given this summer are now on one
hour reserve in the Reserve Book
Room of the Library, Miss Helen
Minetta stated yesterday.
Miss Elizabeth Loeffler will direct "Claudia" by Rose Franken
and "Squaring the CAle" by Valentine Kaytayev.

An experiment started by Dr.
Robert D. Rhodes, professor of
biology, late in February is showing results.
Four days after three cockerels
were hatched February 24, male
sex hormones in tiny pellets were
slipped through the skins of two
of the three cockerels. The third
was left normal.
Dr. James H. Clancy will direct
At the age of three weeks the
"The Circle" by W. Somerset two "hopped up" cockerels began
Maugham.
crowing. The normal one won’t
"The Romantic Young Lady" by ’ crow until it is five or six months
Martinez Sierra and "Ladies of old. Other evidences of advanced
the JurY" by Fred Ballard will be development can be seen in the
large red combs and the more
directed by Mr. John Kerr.
erect stance.
1. Dr. Rhodes stated that Insertion of female sex hormones into
cockerels would make it possible
to produce more tender chickens
Opportunities for summer play- for market. Presence of the female
ground work for men and women hormone would make more fat
are numerous, states Dr. Irene than ordinarily found on a cockPalmer of the Women’s Physical erel, Dr. Rhodes explained.
Education department. Positions
Dr. R. E. Lorenze of Cal Aggies
are in Surrounding areas and sal- contributed the cockerels to the
biology classes. They can be seen
aries are good, she added.
Girls are needed as leaders for in a display case in the upstairs
the local YWCA Day Camp. Ma- hallway of the science building.
jors in art, science, social service and eduaction are in particular demand for camp and recreation positions.
Students interested are requested to register inthe office of the
SEASIDE SERVICE 4th 1 William
Women’s Physical Education department.

Positions Are Open
For Playground Work

30 per gal. off
BOB & TED’S
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Nw Universal Pictures Singing Star and Orchestra

MAY

8thOKLAHOMA

BARN

DANC

WITH NORVEL KNIGHT
AND

THE ENTIRE CAST OF "OKLAHOMA" IN PERSON!
Reduced Rates to S.B. Cards

Phone Sar. 3773

WHEN SPARTANS

SAY:

in* A GOOD IDEA
TO GO WHERE...
the food is good...
the service is tops...
the price is right...
e atmosphere
k friendly

For Only 50c

221 So. Second St.
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Strawberry, Chocolate, Banana, Pineapple

CHATTERTON BAKERY
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9:00 to 1:00

Prof. Experiments
On Cockerels
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Summer Plays
Put On Reserve
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OUT OF DOORS AND UNDER THE STARS

WILDWOOD

gr

15 S. 3rd

Singles

Hal (UMT) Snook proved to members of Mr. William E. Gould’s
Journalism 133 class Thursday the value of military preparedness.
Armed only with a battered binder, Hal downed a menacing hornet
which was distracting students from Mr. Gould’s compellingly interesting lecture.
After Anti-aircraft Gould and members of the class had made several futile passes at the winged menace, Hal took careful aim over the
point of his pencil and bashed the offending interloper against the
walL
.

It’s true, Guys and Gals. Buy
your gasoline at the SAAVON
STATION. 4th and William.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

$AAVON
Service Station

Buck Gives Plan For World Peace
In Pan American Day Address

From counter to the softly-lighted
Lounge, you have the best there is

Ballard 6016
1 6 5 SOUTH FIRST STREET
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FROM THE
BULL PEN
By ARNOLD WECHTER

Spartan Daily

SPORTS

Followers of the plan for a new
grid conference will receive support for their brain child when a
member of the faltering CCAA,
Fresno State, announces it has
signed to meet the junior varsity
of the University of California on
the gridiron.
By BARNEY BARNETT
If and when *Lich a game is
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
announced it will be the death
of the mongrel CCAA conference.
Coach Walt Williams Spartan baseballers will go to the diaThe conference, never strong, is
mond wars as underdogs to the St. Mary’s horsehiders tonight at 8
on its laid steps.
San Jose State better quit the o’clock in the Municipal Stadium. The Gaels have one of the strongCCAA before they find themselves est teams in the history of the Moraga school and have lost only three
meeting the Stanford jayvees on
games this season while winning II. Bob Trestler, fireball rightthe gridiron.
bander from Oakland, will match
OLD FRIENDS MEET
pitches with the Spartans’ Ralph
When Hampton Pool, new asRomero.
sistant grid coach, arrived on the
RALPH KLING
campus, he met some old friends.
Ralph Kling, hard-hitting sec
Dr. George G. Bruntz, member of
ond sacker, has been shifted to
Social Science department, was
the outfield and is expected to
his history teacher at Paso Robles
High school. Tiny Ilartranfft, PE
bolster the Spartan batting attack
from his new post.
director, is another who taught
Hard-working Pete Denevi, first
Pool at dear old Paso Robles.
line backstop, will be behind the
CCSF CAGERS
plate receiving the slants of RoThree men from the City colmero.
lege of San Francisco cage team
Coaching the Gaels will be colmay find their way to the San
orful Johnny Vergez, former manJose campus. Bob and Don Payne,
ager of the Oakland Oaks.
identical twin guards, are on the
Saturday afternoon the Sparverge of changing their minds and
tans will climb the USF hilltop to
attending Spartanville. They were
meet the Dons in the second of
originally scheduled to enter Calithree meetings scheduled this seafornia. Bob made all -conference
son. The Dons will be out to
and led his team-mates with a
avenge a 2-0 shutout that the
fourteen point per game average.
Spartans handed them earlier.
Don
hit
twenty-seven
points
Bob Pifferini is slated to pitch
against the strong USF frosh
Saturday.
quintet.
Third man from the CCSF
squad who may show up here is
tiny Jimmy Caldwell. Caldwell,
who was the most experienced
man on the Ram squad, would .be
a help on any squad.
Speaking of junior ’college basketball, the San FraUeo papers
The Spartan track team leaves
The undefeated San Jose State
made a big thing of the College of
Marts bringing home the National frosh track team will be after its for San Diego tonight where they
jaysee basketball title. Their faces third win tomorrow when they will oppose Santa Barbara and
ought to be red instead, when the meet the St. Mary’s varsity on the San Diego State in a three-way
dual meet Saturday afternoon.
Mann team played in San Fran- Spartan oval at 3:30.
cisco not on’ major paper was
Coach Bud Winter’s thinciads
The field events continue to be
represented.
the center of San Jose’s strength. will definately be handicapped
How times do change. A few They won 13 out of a possible 15 since only 21 men can make the
years ago a prep football coach
firsts in the Man Mateo meet, cop- trip to the harbor city.
had little chance to receive an ap- ping top honors in all events but
The Gauchos, from Santa Barpointment as head football coach
bara should cause San Jose little
the 100 and two-mile.
at one of the major colleges. Now
trouble, but San Diego may put
Dave Purdey, whose 4:32 mile
it is necessary to have produced
up a good fight due to the presa winning team in a prep school, was the outstanding mark of the ence of such men as national
afternoon against the Bulldogs,
or your future isn’t too bright.
champion broad jumper Willie
Don Carden, and Bud Bohne, proSteele, and Jack Kaiser, who can
BROWN STARTS TREND
vide st;ength in the 880, mile,
score points in practically any
It all started when Paul Brown and two-mile.
event on the program.
came out of an obscure Ohio
Two former weak spots on the
The Spartans will further feel
high school to startle the football
world with his teams at Ohio frosh team were the high and the loss of Connie Varneck, 6’ 4"
State and the Cleveland Browns. low hurdles, but discus thrower high jumper, who is at present
The latest prep coach to move Boice Glassey took a surprise bothered by a sore .leg, and will
into the big time is "Little" Joe first in the 120 highs against San probably not make the trip.
Dick Fortier, who leaped 6’
Verducci, who received the head Mateo. Anthoney Gomes is also
coaching Job at the Gael factory. turning into an excellent low bar- against Stanford for his all-time
The .Moraga masterminds couldn’t rier man, according to Coach Bill best mark, will be counted upon
for points in the high jump if
have made a better choice. "The Perry.
Varneck stays home.
Verdootch" is a top notch leader
Tom Birmingham is recovering
of men and a canny coach.
home of the mad magicians his old
assistant, George Ara- from a knee injury, and will be
and
friend
NEVER FORGETS FRIENDS
bian. Arabian, former St. Mary’s lost to the team this week. Ace
Verducci, no one to forget a star, owns a florist shop on Powell hurdler Jack Passey is also in
friend, brings with him to the St. in San Francisco.
which means Bill
poor shape,
Schemmel, Rodger Smythe, and
For a line coach Verducci has Bill Passer will attempt ts pick
FRIDAY, APRIL 23
taken from the San Francisco up points in the barrier events.
prep ranks one of their top young
From here it looks as though
mentors, George Poppin. Poppin the Aztecs should cop both hurwill be remembered hereabouts dles, the broad jump, and twoBUY TICKETS IN
for his work as a guard with the mile, while Santa Barbara could
GRADUATE MANAGER’S OFFICE
Broncos a few years back.
also take these events, with the
Last year, Poppin coached at exception of the two mile.
This week, the crystal ball,
George Washington High school.
He turned out the best team in which was cloudier than we
STARS GALORE
the school’s history, losing only thought last Tuesday, gays: SJS
one game. The team also produc- 77, San Diego 54, and SJS 89,
ed the leading back in Pacific Santa Barbara 42.
-Mat-oast prep hbittsfy
FRIDAY, APRIL 23
son, speedly colored halfback.
Bob Hope: I’m thinking of moviDg _to Washington so I can be
money.
Duke university, unbeaten, un- glum my
BUY YOUR TICKETS
tied, and unscored on, lost the
1939 Rose Bowl game to USC
when fourth string quarterback,
Doyle Nave, passed for a touch,
down to Al Krueger in the last
few seconds.

MAD MAGICIANS FACE
SPARTANS IN ARC TILT

Trackmen Meet Gauchos And Aztecs;
Frosh Host St. Mary’s Varsity Today

SPARTAN DAILY

TIGERS EDGE
LOCAL MERMEN
1

NOW
Senior’Stravaganza
TICKETS NOW ON SALE

35c - Box Lunch - 35c

NOW

or you may select
SANDWICHES - PIE - MILK - ETC.
For BAG LUNCHES

Senior’Stravaganza

San Jose Box Lunch
Self Service

135 E. San Antonio

Improvement was shown by the
Spartan rifle team as they went
down to defeat by the University
of California squad,
Tuesday,
1377-1351.
The Bears had previously defeated the San Jose powder men
by the score of 1396 to 1326.
Stanford’s rifle squad will meet
the Spartans here Wednesday.

51-ATIE

Spartan firsts were taken by
Tudor Bogart in the 50 yard freestyle, Ed Rudloff in the 200 yard
breaststroke, and the Spartan
400 yard relay team.
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The next meet for San Jose is
with the Cal Aggies at Davis next
Friday.

ARE SMILING4,1
IN QoreNN

Read the Daily Classifieds!

TECHNICOLOR

CAN A FATHER BE A MOTHER?
ESKAY PRODUCTIONS, Inc. present
Thorne Smith’s Racy Riot

TURNABOUT
It’s

Sexy

WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF YOU WERE A WOMAN
AFTER BEING A MAN FOR LO! THESE MANY YEARS?
See

"TURNABOUT" with Carole Landis, Adolph Menjou,
Mary Astor. By the author of "Topper"

CHAPTER NINE

ADVENTURES OF THE FLYING CADETS
COMEDY

CARTOON

Morris Dailey Auditorium
SUNDAY, APRIL 18TH
All

7:30
seats

25c

Church
Directory
There is a welcome
awaiting you
SUNDAY MORNING
WORSHIP SERVICE - II a.m.
Service Subjci:
"GETTING ACQUAINTED
WITH CHRIST"
SUNDAY COLLEGE CLASS 9:45 cm.
Senior C.Y.F. at 7:00 p.m.

First Christian
Church
80 S. 5th St.

Senior’Stravaganza

Senior’Stravaganza

SJSC RIFLE TEAM
SCARES CAL. BEAR

College of Pacific’s undefeated
swimming team ran into unexpected opposition from San Jose
State in Stockton Wednesday afternoon and though taking six
firsts and setting four new marks
defeated the Spartans only 40-35.
Don Driggs led the Tigers with
new a;ieet records in both the 220
and 440 yard freestyles. He won
the 220 in 2:24.5 and the 440 In
5:14.9. Joe Wilson set a new mark
In the 150 yard backstroke winning in 1:48. The Tiger medley
relay team also set a new standard.

Sssh!!

SUNDAY PROGRAM
Worship Services II a.m. & 7:30 p.m.
Church School 9:45 a.m.
Youth Fellowship 6:30 p.m.

St. Paul Methodist
Church
Rev. Forrest H. Peforsims, Pastor
"TirsmAtif=avereliDowntown"
Soo Carlos of &wed Si.

3

SUNDAY SERVICES
7.30 a.m. Holy Communion
11 a.m. Morning Prayer
( Holy Communion 1st Sunday
of Month)
S.J.S.C. Students
Canterbury Club 7:30 p.m.
Wed. 12:30 Holy Communion
I Chapel 220 5. 7th St.)

-Trinity Episcopal
Church
Second and St. John

Grace
Baptist Church
SUNDAY SERVICE
COLLEGE AGE SUNDAY SCHOOL
CLASS 9:30 a.m.
Morning Services, II:00 a.m
Sunday Supper, 5:00 p.m.
Colleg B.Y.F., 6:30 p.m.
Evening Services, 7:30 p.m.
"What Is Evanglism?"
REV. HENRY CROES
10th and San Fernando Sts.
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Eagan To Judge
At Music Meet

Who Lost The Egg?

515

Souvenir Programs Wi Be Feature Of unique Articles Found In Library
This Year’s Spardi Gras, Says McClurg Book Shelves After Closing Time
A big feature of the 1948 Spardi
Gras festivities will be the distribution of Souvenir Programs, announced Miriam McClurg, business manager.
"The program Is designed to Interest every State student," she
declared. "Photographs of groups
In full costume will comprise the
major.. portion.. of ..the _booklet,
while other features will Include
full page layouts of the king and
queen, their attendants, and the
day’s program." she explained.

Major Without VA ’
lice Approval
of

The Veterans Administration
simplified, recently, the method of
allowing -World War II veterans,
studying under the GI bill, to
change their educational goals.
Spartan vets will no longer need
prior approval of the VA before
changing their courses. Veterans
desiring a change of program need
only the approval of the Personnel office, according to Loreng
Mowery, veterans’ representative.
Requests for course changes
will be referred to the VA only
when the veteran’s scholastic progress is unsatisfactory.
Mr. Mowery pointed out that a
change from one school and a certain objective to a different school
and objective is somewhat complicated. Veterans who desire this
change must petition the VA, and
obtain permission from them and
both schools involved.

Miss McClurg also emphasized
that last year’s policy of no advertising will be continued this
year.
"Organizations will be particularly interested in this booklet,
for it will give them permanent
pictorial records of their costumes," stated Miss McClurg, She
said it will be necessary for one
or more members of organizations
to have costumes ready in advance.
She emphasized that since secrecy of costumes has been a custom of Spardi Gras in the past,
organizations may be assured no
information will be disclosed or
released.
She asked that organization
chairmen contact Dean Spuler in
the afternoons in B95 to arrange
for space and pictures. "All appointments must be made before
Representatives of the Women’s
April 23," Miss McClurg pointed Athletic association are particiout.
pating in a conference today at
the University of California. Those
attending are Mona Morris, president of WAA; Barbara Albaugh,
sectary; Noel Thompson, treasurer; and Miss Margaretta Fristoe and Dr. Irene Palmer, advisers.
SEATTLE, April 15 (UP)
The purpose of this meeting is
Stratojet
60-ton B-47
Boeing
bomber has completed :he first to schedule sportsdays for the rephase of its flight test program mainder of this and the beginning
"with highly satisfactory results," of next year.
N. D. Showalter, chief of the company’s flight test program, announced here today.
Showalter said the airplane
soon would be turned over to U.S.
A.F. air material command pilots
Members of the Aeronautics
for more tests.
laboratory and Alpha Eta Rho
His announcement came as Boe- journeyed to Redwood City Sating and the Air Force released urday to witness the unveiling of
for the first time a dramatic pho- United Helicopter incorporated’s
tograph of the radical new jet ’,Lew plane, Model 380.
bomber taking off with the assistFollowing dedication ceremonance of all 18 of its jet -assisted - ies of a new plant building, Stantakeoff rockets.
ley Hiller, Jr., president of the
All flight test work on the new company, demonstrated the new
airplanethe world’s first swept- helicopter to the public for the
wing bomber ---has been conduct- first time.
ed at the Moses Lake Air Force
In principle it is the conventionbase in central Washington.
al helicopter with single overhead
Initial tests on the six-jet rotor. On the side and near the
bomber included landing, takeoff, tail of the plane is another rotor.
speed and power performance at
According to Mr. Donald L.
various altitudes. The flights were James, Jr., chief of the aeronauconducted with Boeing project tics "lab," Mr. Hiller hopes to
pilot Robert M. Robbins and co- produce two of these planes a day
pilot Scott Osier at the controls. In his new plant. The company is
The plane’s six jets have a to- now waiting for notification from
tal thrust of 24,000 pounds. The the CAA before they can manu16 "Jato" takeoff rockets have facture the plane for public sale.
18,000 pounds of thrust, making a
total of 42,000 when the giant
The neighbor’s chickens seem
plane soars into the air.
to believe in freedom of the seeds.

WAA Representatives
Attend Meet At Cal.

Giant Boeing Plane
Passes. First Test

Students Witness
Helicopter Show

Gen. Doug Won’t Talk
About Nebraska Vote
TOKYO, April 15 (UP)- Close
associates of Gen. Douglas MacArthur doubted today the general
would comment on the outcome of
the Nebraska presidential primary in which he ran fifth among
a field of seven candidates.
Officials at MacArthur’s headquarters insisted they were "too
busy handling occupation duties"
to comment. They merely pointed
out that MaOffthir never has
sought any political office.

Pay-As-You-Go Checks
There’s no minimum balance required, no monthly
service charge. You merely buy ten blank checks for
$1.00, use them like any Iktoomi-owrao
other checks, and when "Immt""
uktut
they’re gone. you buy fen
more.

The

First National Bank
of San Jose

A PENNY SAVED

By JOHN DEL SECCO
Text books are not the only things left over on the book shelves
in the Library hall, according to Miss Barbara Wood, circulation
librarian.
Between, around, over and under text books are articles which
are left over ’til the end of the week, are umbrellas, coats, pens and
pencilsbut these are expected. Who left the hard-boiled egg
dressed up to represent a fat little man? Who forgot that he left
his (or her?) laundry in a shoe box on the book shelf? And, after all,
lunches loose their flavor after a week on the book shelves.

Apparently, some Spartans are
absent-minded enough to forget
that they left their purses or wal(Now it’s
lets hanging around.
really getting serious!) If you do
locate your wallet or purse, you
can thank Miss Wood who collects
the left-over valuables and notifies the owner. Any loose change
found, however, that can not be
identified, isfinders keepers.
As for the text books, about 10
or 12 are left over each week;
some four or five reserved books
are left lying around, too.
Every Saturday this conglomeration of articles is collected and
sent to the lost ’and found. Miss
Wood urges that you "check there
for your lost articles. She claims:
"I hope you don’t think your
011VVIVO
books and what-have-you are lost
NO
13
ONI-V3II
forever, but if they were not disposed of, there would be a box-car
full."
Maybe you’ll find your tooth
brush at the end of the quarter
sale of lost and found articles!

NCAAP Will Vote
On Constitution
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
will meet today at 4:30 p.m. In
room 11 to vote upon their newly
revised constitution.

Thomas E. Eagan, music
professor, leaves for Los Angeles
today where he will act as Judge
In the Southern California Contest Festival, reports the Music
department.
Mr. Eagan will judge woodwinds this week-end: bands and
, orchestra will view the professor’s
speculation next week.
,
Mr. Eagan will also act as western province governor at Redlands
university where inauguration of
a chapter of Phi Mu Alpha, national honorary music fraternity,
is under consideration.
Deranged patients in a Connecticut mental institution have
been designing women’s hats.
This confirms our long standing

suspicion.

Just Opened---

All members and prospective
members are urged by Miss Wilmeth Axelsen, publicity chairman,
to be present as the constitution
must be agreed upon so that it
can be submitted to the Student
Council before the deadline for
charter membership.
Students who attended the protest meeting arranged by the NAACP last quarter and concerning
the Ingram case, will be interested to know that the sentence Imposed upon Miss Ingram has been
commuted to life imprisonment.
Readthe Daily Classifieds!

Funds Available
In Alumni Office

A new dress shop for
the college girl
. featuring "Junior Jolyn Originals" styled by Linsk of Philadelphia and Californiasee them in
"Seventeen."

The Rene Shoppe, located on, So.
Second street, just 2 blocks off
San Carlos, invites you to come
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Al’s Sporting Goods
Fishing Tackle
Camping Supplies
Guns & Ammunition
Athletic Equipment

Mr. Clark Eichelberger, president of the Foreign Policy association and director for the American association for the United
Nations, met with a group of bay
area representatives yesterday.

COL. 90324

_79 E. SANTA CLARA ST.
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a big bill.
You can have the new look too
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by visiting
3435 El Camino - Atherton

Buttons sewed onRips and tears repaired
Close to College Close to town

FRANK, JACK, AND GEORGE
at the
ESQUIRE
36 W. San Fernando

BARBER

SHOP
Columbia 437-W

SIX CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
1199 Franklin - Santa Clara
Main Plant
8allard60
231 Willow
1335 Lincoln

NOW OPEN

GOLFETTE
"Miniature Golf At Its Best"
HOURS
MON.-FRI.’ 7 P.M. -11 P.M
1 P.M.-11 P.M
SAT.-SUN.
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RENE SHOPPE

Eichelberger Speaks

Golden West Dry Cleaners

18 HOLES

ball
that
sand!
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draw
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in and see our collection of "new
look" Kute Koftons . . . Gay plaid
chambrays . . . pert pique prints
pastel linens . . . and sum-

Also, ceramic gift items

A PENNY EARNED

275 E. William
25-21 5.._,Third Street
332 E. Sesta Clare St.
24t1, and Santa Clara St.

1
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Senior loan funds are available
in the alumni. placement office,
announces Miss Doris Robinson.
Seniors in need of financial help
should apply at _the office.
Loans are made from two memorial funds and the Alumni Association fund, Miss Robinson said.
The memorial funds are the ,Katherine G. Fehren fund for senior
women and the Charles F. Crothers fund for senior men.

THREE MILES NORTH OF PALO

ci
OU
FA

26 CENTS
Located ono-half mile south of
Mt. View on El Camino Highway

FREE

TWO PASSES

for the STATE THEATER, will be given away to some
lucky State College Student EACH DAY. All you have
to do is find your name appearing in some advertisement in the SPARTAN DAILY. Some student’s name
will appear each day, and all the student must do is to
come to the SPARTAN DAILY office and identify himsolf
to Fred Albright, or advirtisIng staff membrs to
receive his FREE PASSES. . .

,volookev,

Case Of The Empty Sfands
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QUESTIONNAIRE REVEALS REASONS WHY BASEBALL FANS BIOLOGY CLASSES
FAIL TO SHOW UP WHEN UMPIRE SHOUTS ’PLAY BALL!’ WILL MAKE TRIP
TO PACIFIC GROVE
By ALICE JOY GOLDER

What’s wrong with college baseball? Why does a national sport
that attracts hundreds of thousands of spectators daily in the
major and coast leagues fall to
draw even a few hundred in the
college circuit?

inst !MUM

Many who were asked merely
shook their heads and had no
answer. Most of those questioned,
however, had very definite ideas.
NOT EXCITING
Pitcher Bob Pifferini commented, "It’s not exciting enough for
the college crowd. You really have
to like the game to come out and
Nit for nine innings of baseball.
There’s no rah rah element."
Don Moore, who spends several
afternoons as a manager of the
Spartan nine said, "It’s not a feat
enough game for most of the San
Jose State students. The other
major sports are popular because
they’re feat and baseball just can’t
compete."
-There’s more interest for the
really enthusiastic fans in the pro
leagues. They just don’t have
time to get out to the local Spartan games." remarked Cal Hub-.
bard, physical education major.
NOT BASEBALL MINDED
Aubineau,
who writes
Ken
sports for a downtown paper, believes the college just isn’t baseball minded and will never draw
a real crowd.
Frisco Sartor, score keeper for
all the Spartan home games, expressed the opinion that "Baseball here is given the minimum
operating budget. Besides that it
has the handicap of getting secondary sports dates. After all the
other events have arranged a
choice time, then baseball gets
what’s left"

so if the stories aren’t on front poor attendance at the games,
they never read or hear about then the poor crowd’,
them."
GAME TONIGHT
LIKE BASEBALL
The St. Mary’s game tonight
Elaine Meyers and Jackie Laz- at 8 p.m. in the Municipal Stazeroni both like baseball very dium should reflect the opinions
much. They are both transfers expressed above. If the men’s
from other colleges and say, general comments are true, that
’We’ve been here at State for there isn’t any interest generally,
over two weeks now but haven’t I then the number of fans tonight
heard anything about baseball. at the big game can be counted on
NO one seems to know much two pairs of hands. But if the
women are right, and all the team
about the schedule and games.’
Many other women who were needs is some advance notice in
questioned agreed that the sport the paper other than the sports
TOO SLOW
isn’t widely publicized like foot- page, then Walt Williams and his
Joe Hornbaker, P. E. major, ball and basketball. That, and , boys should have a good turnout
agreed that the game is just too not the lack of understanding of when the umpire shouts "Play
slow to arouse major college in- the sport, Is the main reason for ball!"
terest. "Students say that they
don’t want to watch one guy
throw a ball and another guy
catch it for nine Innings."
Bud Schultz, sports writer, says
Win Brown was elected presi- Burke, fellowship and worship
too much competition from the
professional teams cramp the col- dent of the student fellowship chairman.
The group will hold its regular
lege nines. The big leagues spend group
Congregational
of
the
meeting Sunday evening at the
thousands of dollars yearly on
publicity while college teams op- church recently, it was announced church. Brown will present a book
yesterday. Other officers include review and lead a discussion on
erate on a very small budget.
Claudie Swanson, secretary; Gene, "Prohibiting Poverty," by PresWOMEN’S ANGLE
Thompson, treasurer; and Pat tonia Mann Martin.
The. women have another angle
as to why the garaes don’t draw
a crowd.
One baseball enthusiast claimed
don’t understand
women
the
baseball. He said, "Why, you tell
a woman you’re a pitcher on a
team and she thinks that has
something to do with drinking."
Carolyn Haelcman, junior, came
back with "It isn’t that we don’t
understand harebell. Most girls
do. Rather the team doesn’t get
enough play in the papers. Most
women don’t reed the sport* page

Congregational Church College Group
Elects Winthrop Brown President
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is the eases-free hookary that bears
the Seal of the DAttrino Twits.
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assures comfort! No twiatise
The Boston Braves of 1914, un- I
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der the direction of "Miracle Man"
brand names at your
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George Stallings, were in last
favorite oollege shop Of stun.
place on July 4 and won the Na- .u..
tional League pennant.
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JACCO9
79 South First Street

For Your Convenience
. . .
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Delta Sigma Gamma, social fraternity, played host to 20 rushers
at a smoker Tuesday evening, according to Frank Hearne, president.
The program began in the Men’s
Gym where basketball and badminton were played. Later in the
evening, members and guests adjourned to the home of Bud Allen
and listened to a talk by Ilse fraternity adviser, Dr. Earl Campbell.
Refreshments were served.

"Most Likely
to Succeed"

1.061.411

MALMOUR IAUH
Use

ROTC Will Send
Trainees South

The Military Science department here plans to send many air
ROTC students to Riverside,
Calif., June 28, for air training,
Highlight of the field trips to according to Col. J. Pitzer, debe made by Biology 22 classes this partment head.
quarter will be a trip to Pacific
"Some of our own instructors
Grove May 15, stated Dr. Robert
probably will attend along with
D. Rhodes, professor of biology.
the students," Col. Pitzer said.
The excursion will be a voluntary
The trainees will do classroom
affair with about 250 students exwork and fly as passengers on
pected to make the trip.
missions of tactical unit s. The
Students making the trip will course will last six weeks.
go by train and should arrive in
This is part of the Air Force
Pacific Grove about 8 a.m. Dr.
plan for training 3800 air ROTC
Rhodes explained that at this
students from colleges and univertime the tide will be out and it
sities --throughout the nation.
will be possible for students to
Trainees will be stationed at fields
study starfish and other forms outside Denver,
Colo., Rantoul, Ill..
of life found on the beach.
Tacoma, Wash., Newburgh, N.Y.,
After the tide comes in, stu- Riverside, Calif., San Antonio,
dents will go swimming. The doc- Tex., Hampton, Va., Dayton, Ohio,
tor has arranged for a five-boy and Orlando, Fla., according to a
comedy diving team to entertain United Press news release.
the group during the afternoon.
In the evening the plant chasers
will be treated to a barbecue dinner on the beach.
The group will make trips to
Alum Rock Park April 19 and will
visit Evergreen later in the quarter.

Delta Sigma Gamma
Entertains Rushees
BOB PIFFERINI

Complete end Exclusive

Westinghouse

Laundromats. Get whiter
washes, 4:1 rier -damp drying.- Evi-I14n-1--&-wr

:-

PRESCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
in

ornetically in half an ’hour.

San Jose’s Newest Medical Building

25c for 9 lbs.

the -MEDICAL CENTER
at

EASTSIDE270 North 30th Si., Col. 9794-W
Baythore & McKee Road

WESTSIDE-7 lassos At’.., Bol. 6442-W
Nart to Burbank Pharmacy

All Wool

123 South Third Street
Phone: Col 424
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Bedford Cord Slacks

MOREHEAD FLEMING ’DRUG CO.

14.95
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Recreation

Dining

Dancing

PLACES

GO.
FLAMINGO

CLUB

HELD OVER!

On

RICKEY & ROONEY - Fun in Pantomine
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Road

The whole town is
raving about them.
Also Doris Alyn, Mistress of Ceremonies
Other big time acts.

TONITE

ita

Almaden

Ballard

"Always
The Best
Club
Entertainment
In San Jose"
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JOE TOMASELLO
& His Orch.
A New Line of Girls
MAROLE GALES

All San Jose is talking about
fil o poor man’s . .

Wis cater to
Meetings
and Banquets

BIG RADIO SHOW.

EVERY WED. 10 P. M.

, HAWAIIAN GARDENS
Almaden Rd.

For Reservations

Bal.

BOB HOPE
JOHNNY COOK

The music and
entertainers of
Bill Do Soto
& Orchestra

A burst of atomic energy
PATSY PARKER

ALL YOU CAN EAT $1.50

CHICKEN and
CHOICE STEAKS
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By EYEGETTA ROUND
. . In the spring a college student’s fancy turns to thoughts of
. . dancing, dining, recreation
and . . . love. This page can help
with the former.
Everything
worth doing in San Jose will be
featured here weekly. Watch for
It!

Stars of Radio, Stage, Screen
GYPSY VAGABONDS
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You’ll always find good dancing at the PALOMAR BALLROOM
. . Northern California’s
most distinctive ballroom. Danceable music bat its best.
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You just aren’t livin’ man until
you taste delectable, delicious
Pizza at the PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO . . . besides Pizza (a meal
in itself) choice Italian and American dinners are served.
Beautiful corsages at very nominal prices is the rule at the
HOUSE OF FLOWERS.
Your
campus queen will be thrilled
when you present her orchids for
that dinner date, and you’ll still
have plenty of bob to jingle.

Dinners For Student Groups
Are Always Welcome at . . .

"KNOWN FOR GOOD FOOD"

17 E. Santa Clara St.

Get set for the fastest, funniest,
and most entertaining floor show
you’ve seen in many a moon when
you visit CLUB FLAMINGO . . .
chicken, all you can eat, and a
fine dance hand are all in the
evening’s enjoyment.
When spring fever taps you on
the shoulder, bead out Los Altos
way to the ADOBE CREEK
LODGE . . . dancing, swimming,
and spacious picnic grounds will
relax and refresh you.
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HAVE YOU TRIED PIZZA YET?
Delicious . . . Appetizing . . . Different

A Famous Italian Delicacy
Come to

San Jose’s One and Only

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO
CHOICE AMERICAN and ITALIAN DINNERS
292 South Market Street

When you think of thick, juicy,
tender steaks, you
think of
ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE. Treat
yourself to something very special
and come down to Archie’s this
weekend .
. other delicious dinners may be had also.

for steaks that are sizzling hot
. . . so juicy and tender it
melts in your mouth_., . that’s
the kind of steaks we serve
12Ljhe finest fcvd any

One of the showplaces of San
Jose, the HAWAIIAN GARDENS,
welcomes you to an enjoyable evening of dancing, dining, and entertainment . . . there’s always a
good floor show- and the Ils
tops. The beautiful grounds and
gardens lend a romantic touch to
Intl pdpidarfqht spot.
Just a few short blocks from
the campus is the CAFE CHALET
the home of the continental
.
table. Choose what you will from
the delicious salad table.
BOHANNON’S . . . a name to
remember when your fraternity,
sorority, or club holds a dinner
meeting. The special dining room
permits privacy, and the food
can’t be beat.
Philosophers say looking back
Is sad. It’s sad, too, if you pull
out from the curb without looking
back.

-.
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THE PALOMAR
BALLROOM

FUN CHOOSING
our menus. Everything- is so
delicious ... everything prepared in the best of exacting
taste. Come in today and
enjoy one of our wonderful
dinners.

CAFE
CHALET
37 W. San Carlos

It’s modern dancing every
Saturday and Sunday at
Northern California’s most
distinctive ballroom.’
CLYDE APPLEBY
His Clarinet
and His Orchestra
-Music Styled For You
Everybody goes to
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